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Abstract. This paper studies the class of deductive databases for which the result of query 
evaluation is independent of the domains of variables in database clauses. We first describe the 
class of domain-independent formulas in proof-theoretic terms. A new recursive subclass of 
‘allowed’ formulas is defined and its properties studied. It is shown that every allowed formula 
is domain-independent and that every domain-independent formula has an (almost) equivalent 
allowed formula. 
We then motivate and define the new concept of a domain-independent (deductive) database. 
We define a recursive class of ‘allowed’ databases, prove that two important sub&asses of the 
allowed databases are domain-independent and that every domain-independent database has an 
equivalent allowed database (in a certain sense), describe when domain-closure axioms are 
unnecessary, and show that a natural query evaluation process for allowed formulas and databases 
has desirable properties. 
Key words. Database management, deductive database, domain-independent formula, domain- 
independent database, allowed database, logic programming. 
1. Introduction 
The standard logical view of a relational database is that of a particular int4rpreta- 
tion for a first-order language. In this model-theoretic view, query evaluation is the 
process of finding the tuples for which a query (a first-order formula) is true with 
respect o given interpretation. 
It has long been recognized, however, that only certain formulas make ‘reasonable’ 
queries in this setting [8, lo]. Informally, a query is only regarded as ‘reasonable’ 
if it yields the same answer whatever the domain of the interpretation. Such queries 
have thus been called ‘domain-independent’, and have been extensively studied in, 
for example, 1183. A simple example of an ‘unreasonable’ query is the formula 
Vxp(x), whose truth depends on the domain of the variable X. 
Recently, however, Reiter [I9] and others have argued ersuasively that it is 
more fruitful to view a database in proof-theoretic terms. n this view, a database is 
regarded as a particular first-order theory9 and query evaluation is the process of 
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finding the instances of a query that can be proved from the theory. This approklch 
offers many advantages for the representation of incomplete information, 11ul1 values, 
and other real-world semantics. 
Our first aim in this paper is to present a proof-theoretic characterization of the 
domain-independent formulas. We also introduce a new recursive subclass of the 
domain-independent formulas, the ‘allowed’ formulas, prove that ;“vr:ry domain- 
independent formulas has an (almost) equivalent allowed formula, and compare 
the allowed formulas with other subclasses of the domain-independent formulas. 
There has also been considerable interest recently in databases that contain general 
rules for deriving implicit information in addition to expkit facts [9,1 I]. In such 
deductive databases, query evaiuation is the process of proving theorems from the 
general rules and explicit facts. If a database conta?s general rules, the relevant 
first-order theory can have several models, so only the proof-theoretic view of a 
database is applicable. Introductions to the theory of deductive databases are given 
in 19, 14, IS]. 
An equivalent approach that restricts attention to relational databases but allows 
queries containing virtual relations and the possibly recursive general rules that 
define them has also been advocated recently [2,24]. 
Our second aim in this paper is to observe that only certain deductive databases 
may be regarded as ‘reasonable’, and to extend the concept of domain-independent 
formulas to domain-independent databases. We start by defining the class of domain- 
independent databases (in proof-theoretic terms) and investigating their properties. 
We then introduce A new class of databases, the ‘allowed’ databases, prove that two 
important subclasses of the allowed databases are domain-independent and that 
every domain-independent database has an equivalent allowed database (in a certain 
sense), and investigate their other properties. We briefly discuss the role of domain- 
closure axioms in database theory and state conditions under which they are 
unnecessary. Finally, we she: that allowed databases have desirable operational 
properties. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 contains deznitions of the 
basic concepts of (deductive) databases. Section 3 describes domain-independent 
and allowed formulas and their properties. Section 4 defines domain-independent 
and allowed databases and studies their properties. Section 5 summarizes our results 
and presents our suggestions for future research. 
We assume familiarity with the basic theory of logic programming, which can be 
found in [12]. The notation and terminology of this paper is consistent with [12, 
14, 15-j. 
In this section, we introduce the concepts of a deductive database and query. We 
give the definition of the completion of a database and a correct answer. We also 
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define several important classes of databases and briefly describe a natural query 
evaluation process. 
Each database and query is assumed to be expressed in some first-order function- 
free language with equality. In practice, typed languages hould be used, but, for 
simplicity, we also restrict our attention to type-free languages throughout. We 
assume that each such language contains only finitely many constants and predicates, 
and at least one constant. We say that a language L, is less than zqother lan 
L2 (I,, s L,) if $ extends L1 [21], that is, if E_ y contains at least ah the constants 
and predicates in L1. V( W) denotes VX, . . .Vx, W, where x1, . . . , x, are the free 
variables in the formula W. 
The concepts of interpretation, model, Herbrand model, logkal consequence, and 
so on, are defined in the usual way for first-order theories. In the presence of the 
equality axioms given below, by [ 16, p. 831, we can assume throughout that every 
interpretation considered is nosmal, that is, equality is always assigned the identity 
relation. 
One of our main aims is to study the way in which the set of correct answers to 
a query depends on the particular language used. 
Definition. A database clause is a first-order formula of ;he form A + W, where A 
is an atom p(t,, . . . , t,), p is not =, and W is a first-order formula. A is called the 
head and R’ the body of the clause. The formula W may be absent. Any variables 
in A and any free variables in W are assumed to be universally quantified at the 
front of the clause. 
Definition. A database is a finite set of database clauses. A database I) is in general 
form if every database clause has the form A * LI A l 0 l A L,, where LI , . . . , L, are 
literak 
A (nondeterministic) algorithm for transforming a given database D into a 
corresponding database D’ in general form, called a general form of D, is given in 
[ 131. Each such D’ is equivalent to D in the sense given by Lemma 2.1 below. 
General forms of a database are important both for query evaluation and for proving 
properties of the database. 
edition. A query is a first-order formula of the form c- W, where W is a first-order 
formula, and any free variables in W are assumed to be universally quantified at 
the front of the query. 
efinition. Let D be a database, Q a query + W, and x1, . . . , x, the free variables 
in W. An answer for D u (6) is a substitution for some or all of the variables 
X1,...,&. 
To define a correct answer, we first introduce the completion of a database with 
respect o a language. 
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efinition. Let D be a database in language & Ed p a predicate occurring in k. 
icate p has definition 
APW1 
Ak+Wk 
in D, where each Ai has the form p( tl 9 . . . ) tl,) for some terms tr , . . . , tn. Then the 
completed ejnition of p is the formula 
Vx ,... ~x,(p(x,,...,x,)~E,v-•VEk), 
where x, , . . . , x, are variables not appearing in any Aj + Wi, each Ei has the form 
and 3 9 . . . , yd are the variables 
clause in D with predicate p in 
formula 
Vx, . . .wx,-p(x ,,..., 
A X” = Cl A w, 
in Ai and the free variables in Wi. If there is no 
its head, then the completed efinition of p is the 
&I). 
uitim The ~~quality theory for a language L consists of all axioms ofthe following 
form: 
(1) c # d, where c and d are distinct constants in L; 
(2: Vx (x =x); 
(3) V((x,=y,n.*=~x,=y,)-*(p(x,,...,x,)~p(y,,...,y,))),wherep(includ- 
ing =) is a predicate in L; 
(4) Vx (X = cl v l = l v x = c,), where c1 9 . . . , c, are all the constants in L. 
Axioms (1) to (3) are the usual equality axioms for a function-free program [ 121. 
Axiom (4) is the domain-closure axiom, DCA [19]. 
ition. Let D be a database and L a language extending that of D. The completion 
of D w.r.t. L, denoted comp,( D), is the collection of completed definitions for each 
predicate in E together with the above equality theory for L. We write comp( D) 
for the completion of D when we are not concerned with the particular language 
involved. 
‘r‘ne equality theory for L constrains each model for c-mp]_( D) to be a lierbrand 
interpretation for L. Each model for compL( D) can thus be identified with a subset 
L of the ound atoms in E. 
e can now define a correct swer. 
be a database, a query + L a language extending that 
A ccvrecb answer for compL( D) u {Q) is an answer 8 such that V( We) is a 
logical consequence of compL( D). 
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By the completeness of first-order logic, 6 is a correct answer for coxnpl( D) J {Q) 
if and only if V( We) can be proved from comp,( D). The concept of a correct 
answer gives a declarative description of the desired output from a query to a 
database. 
It is convenient to Introduce the following definition at this point. 
efinition. Let D be a database, W a formula, and L a language extending that of 
D and W. Then ans( D9 W, L) is the set of all correct answers for compL(D) w {+ W) 
that are ground substitutions for all free variables in W. 
We can now also describe the sense in which a general form of a database is 
equivalent to the database. 
Lemma 2.1 (Lloyd and Topor [ 13, IS]). Let D be a database, D’ a general form qf 
D, and W o clo2ed formula that 0.11~ contains predicates in D. ‘Then W is a logical 
consequence of c)mp( D) if and only if W is a logical consequence of comp( D’). 
Lemma 2.1 states thcrt comp(D’) is a conservative xtension of camp(D) [2I], 
We now define several important classes of databases. 
Definition. A database is relational if every database clause has the form 
P(crYV c,,) +, where cl, . . . 9 cn are constants. 
Definition. A database is definite [ 143 if tvery database clause has the form A + A, A 
-VA,, where A,,.. . , A,,, are atoms. A query is dejnite if it has the form 
+A, A 0 l 9 A A,,,, where A,, . . . , A,,, are atoms. 
Clearly, every relational database is definite. 
Definition. A leoel mapping of a database is a mapping from its set of predicates to 
the natural numbers. We refer to the level of a predicate under the mapping as the 
leoel of the predicate. 
efinition. A database is hierarchical [3, 141 if it has a level mapping sue 
every database clause pit,, . . . , t,,) + W, the level of every predicate in 
than the level of p. 
Without loss of generality, -we -will assume t e predicate levels in a hierarchical 
database are 0, 1,. . . , k, for some k. 
If is a definite or hierarchical database, then it is straightforward to prove that, 
for any language L extending that of D, camp,(D) has a (Herbrand) modei. For 
other databases, the existence of a model for camp,(D) can depend on L. 
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le. Let D be the database 
pw++-Id-4 
in language L. The completed 
p(a)-3x-p(x). 
If the only constant in L is a, 
definition of p is 
then there is no model for compl(D), but if L also 
contains another constant, b say, then {p(a)} is a model for compl( D). 
We conclude this section by summarizing a natural query evaluation process for 
deductive databases described in [IS]. Let D be a database and Q a query t- W. 
First, replace D bY D’=Du{answer(x,,...,x,,)+ W} and Q by 
+answer(x,, . . . , x,), where x1,. . . , x,, are the free variables in W and ‘answer’ is 
a new predicate. Second, replace D’ by a general form D” of D’ using the algorithm 
given in [ 131. Third, call each computed answer for D”u {+ answer(x,, . . . , xn)} 
found by SLDNF-resolution 1121, i.e., by a Prolog system which only selects a 
negative literal if it is ground, a normal computed answer for D u {Q}. A selected 
literal s = t succeeds if s and t are unifiable. This process is called normal query 
evaluation in [ 151, where its soundness and completeness properties are presented. 
ependent formulas 
We begin this section with the standard definition of a domain-independent 
formula. 
nition. Let W be a formula with k free variables and L a language extending 
that of W. Let I be an interpretation for L with domain U If k > 0, val( W, I) is 
the set of elements of Uk for which W is true w.r.t. I. If k = 0, val( W, I) is true or 
false depending on whether or not W is true w.r.t. I. 
nition. A formula W in language L is (model-theoretically) domain-independent 
if, for all finite interpretations I, and I2 for L that assign the same domain elements 
to the constants in W and the same relations to the predicates in W, val( W, I,) = 
val( W, I*). 
That is, W is (model-theoretically) domain-independent if the set of tuples for 
which is true w.r.t. I depends only on the domain elements assigned by I to the 
and on the relatio ssigned by I to the predicates in W, but not 
of the variables in The value of a domain-independent formula 
(or ‘stable’ [ I$]) with res ect to database (or interpretation) updates 
t affect relations in the formula. 
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Note that domain-independence of a formula is a model-theoretic property and 
the domain-independence of a closed formula is thus preserved under transforma- 
tions that preserve logical equivalence. 
xample. Clearly, every valid closed formula is domain-independent. The following 
formulas are also domain-independent: 
P(X), 3X3Y(PW v 4(Y)), 
3XVY(P(Y)-, 9(x, y))- 
The following formulas are not domain-independent: 
-p(x), 3Y(P(X) v 9(Y)), 
VY(P(Yb 9(x, y)), 3xp(x) A 3x -p(x). 
For each formula W that is not domain-independent, val( W, I) depends on the 
domain of I, and W thus cannot be considered a ‘reasonable’ query. 
Next we give our proof-theoretic definition of a domain-independent formula. It 
is given here as an example of how standard concepts can be described in these 
terms and as an introduction to the proof-theoretic definition of domain-independent 
databases given in the next section. 
Definition. A formula W is (proof-theoretically) domain-independent if, for all 
languages L, and L2 extending that of W and for all relational databases D in L, 
and Lz, ans( D, W, L,) = ans( D, W, L2). 
Informally, W is (proof-theoretically) domain-independent if, for every relational 
database D in a language LD extending that of W and for every language L extending 
L,, the set of correct answers for compl( D) u {* W} is independent of L. 
The following theorem states that the above two definitions of domain-indepen- 
dence describe the same class of formulas. 
Theorem 3.1. Let W be a formula in language L. Then W is (model-theoretically) 
domain-independent if and only if W is (proof-theoretically) domain-independent. 
roof. (Only if): Suppose that W is (model-theoretically) domain-independent. Let 
L1 and L2 be languages extending that of W, D a relational database in L1 and L2, 
and 6 an answer in ans( D, W, L,). By [ 19, Theorem 3.1(l)], compl,( D) has a unique 
erbrand) model I,, and We is true w.r.t. I,. Le+ I2 be a normal Herbrand 
ion for L2 that assigns the same relations +s predicates of as I,. Then 
by assumption, We is true w.r.t. 12. But I2 is the unique normal mo 
so e is in ans( ) 2 l 
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(If): Suppose that W is (proof-theoretically) domain-independent. L.et I, and Z? 
be finite normal interpretations for L that assign the same domain elements to the 
constants in W and the same relati XX to the predicates in W. Let x,, . . . , x,,, be 
the free variables in W and suppose that (d, , . . . , d,,,) belongs to val( W, II). Let Lj 
be a language with constants corresponding to the domain elements of Zi for i = 1,2. 
By [19, Theorem 3.1(2)], there exists a single relational database D in Li such that 
Zi is the unique normal model for compt,( D) for i = 1,2. Let 8 be the substitution 
{x,/d, 3 - * - 9 x,/d,}. As II is the unique normal model for compL,(D), 6 is in 
ans(D, W, L,). Thus, by assumption, 8 is in ans(D, W, L2). It follows that 
(d,,..., d,,,) belongs to val( W, Z2). Cl 
Unfortunately, the class of domain-independent formulas has the following 
property. 
Theorem 3.2 (Di Paola [8], Vardi [26]). The decision problem for the cluss of domain- 
independent formulas is recursively unsolvable. 
As a result of Theorem 3.2, various recursive ubclasses of the domain-independent 
formulas have been proposed. These include the range-separable formulas [4], the 
rangr-restricted formulas [ 171, and the evaluable formulas :6,7]. Properties of these 
classes of formulas are discussed below. 
Another important subclass of the domain-independent formulas is the class of 
‘safe’ formulas, proposed by Ullman in [23] to ensure that val( W, I) is finite even 
for those interpretations Z with an infinite domain. 
Definition. Let W be a formula in language L and Z an interpretation for L. Then 
dom( W, I) is the set of domain elements that are assigned by Z to constants in W 
or are components of tuples in relations that are assigned by Z to predicates in W. 
Definition. A formula W(xl , . . . , xn) in language L is safe if, for all interpretations 
Z for L, the following conditions hold: 
(1) if W(d,,.. . , d,,) is true w.r.t. Z, then each di is in dom( W, I); 
(2) if 3u F(u) is a subformula of W, then F(d) true w.r.t. Z for some values of 
the free variables in F (besides u) implies that d is in dom( W, I); 
(3) if Vu F(u) is a subformula of W, then F(d) false w.r.t. Z for some values of 
the free variables in F (besides u) implies that d is in dom( W, I). 
Some examples of safe formulas will be given later. First we note the following 
result. 
a 3.3. Erery safe formula is domain-independent. 
roof. The following proof due to Nicolas and Demolombe [18] is included for 
completeness. Let W be a safe formula in language L, and I, and Zz finite interpreta- 
tions for L that assign the same domain elements to the constants in W and the 
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same relations to the predicates in W By [23, Theorem 5.31, W has an equivalent 
relational algebra expression A containing no new constants or predicates; that is, 
val( W, 1;) = aval(A, Ii) fOF i = 1,2, where aval(A, I) is the value of the relational 
algebra expression A in interpretation I. But aval(A, I,) = aval(A, 12) as aval(A, I) 
depends only on the domain elements assigned by I to the constants in A and the 
relations assigned by I to the predicates in A. Thus, val( W, I,) = val( W, I*). q 
The converse of Lemma 3.3 is false. 
Example. The following formulas are domain independent but not safe: 
WPW v q(a)), 
3x-l-w VVYP(Y). 
We now define another recursive subclass of the domain-independent formulas: 
the ‘allowed’ formulas. We will see that this class has a combination of desirable 
properties not possessed by any of the above classes of formulas. 
Definition. A variable x is pas (positive) in a formula W if one of the following 
cases holds. 
@ xisposinp(t,,...,t,)ifxoccursinp(t,,...,t,)andpisnot =; 
0 x is pos in x = c or c = x if c is a constant; 
@ x is pos in -F if x is neg in F; 
0 x is pos in F A G if x is pos in F or x is pos in G; 
@xisposinFvGifxisposinFandxisposinG; 
@ x is pos in F+ G if x is neg in F and x is pos in G; 
@ x is pos in 3y F if x is pos in E 
Similarly, x is neg (negative) in W rf one of the following cases holds. 
@ x is neg in -F if x is pos in F; 
xisneginFAGifxisneginFandxisneginG; 
x is neg in F v G if x is neg in F or x is neg in G; 
@ x is neg in F+ G if x is pos in F or x is neg in G; 
@ x is neg in Yy F if x is neg in F. 
efinition. A formula W is allowed if the following conditions hold: 
(1) every free variable in W is pos in W; 
(2) for every subformula 3x F of W, x is pos in F; 
(3) for every subformula Vx F of W, x is neg in F. 
In allowed formulas, atoms containing the positive occurrence of x in 3x F or 
the negative occurrence of x in Vx F act as generators of instances of x during 
normal query evaluation. 
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ple. The following formulas are allowed: 
P(X), 
PC&Y) h --4(x), 
P(X)l\‘dY(9(Y)~P(X,Y)), 
3X3Y( P(X) A “b?(Y) + h - 44 y, m 
Examples of some formulas that are not allowed will be given later. 
Every allowed formula is safe. 
roof. Let W be an allowed formula in language L, I a finite normal interpretation 
for L, and V a variable assignment hat maps variable x to domain element d. It is 
straightforward to prove by induction on W that x pos in W and W true w.r.t. I 
and V implies that d belongs to dom( W, I) and x neg in W and W fidse w.r.t. I 
and V implies that d belongs to dom( W, I). That W is safe then follows. Cl 
The converse of Lemma 3.4 is false. 
xample. The following formula is safe but not allowed: 
3X3Y(P(X) AX =y A --4(Y))* 
An important property of allowed formulas is expressed in the following theorem. 
ewem 3.5. Every allowed formula is domain-independent. 
roof. This follows directly from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. Cl 
Every formula of the form 
is domain-independent. 
. Immediate. Kl 
where A,,*-, A,, are atoms, 
The converse of Theorem 3.5 is false. Clearly, as the class of allowed formulas 
is recursive and the class of domain-independent formulas is recursively unsolvable, 
there are domain-independent formulas that are not allowed. For example, the 
tautology given earlier, yp(y), is domain-independent but not allowed. 
ther examples are given later. 
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We note the following relationships between the allowed formulas and the other 
classes of domain-independent formulas. The range-separable, range-restricted, and 
evaluable formulas cannot contain the equality predicate, and range-restricted 
formulas are in prenex conjunctive normal form. In [6,7], it is proved that every 
range-separable or range-restricted formula is evaluable and that every evaluable 
formula is doms!n-independent. 
The definition of allowed formulas is similar to that of the evaluable formulas, 
but is much simpler. It is straightforward to prove by induction that every allowed 
formula (without equality) is evaluable. Not every evaluable formula, however, is 
allowed. 
Example. The following formulas are evaluable but not allowed: 
3X3Y( P(X) v dY h 3X~Y(P(YbdX,Y))- 
Similarly, it is immediate that every allowed formula in prenex conjunctive normal 
form is range-restricted. Again, however, the converse is false. 
Example. The following formula in prenex conjunctive normal form is range restaic- 
ted but not allowed: 
3X~Yk-+P(Y) v 4(x, y))* 
The safe formulas, as defined in [23], may contain arithmetic omparison operators 
<, s, etc. We have omitted such operators from our treatment for simplicity. The 
safe formulas are very similar to the allowed formulas, however. It may be possible 
to modify the definition of the class of allowed formulas so that, in the absence of 
arithmetic comparison operators other than equality, every safe formula is allowed, 
but this would destroy the simple compositional nature of the current definition. 
Other relationships between these classes of formulas are investigated in [6, 7, 
18, 25). If all the definitions are modified (if necessary) so that all formulas can 
contain equality but no other arithmetic comparison operators, then the relationships 
we have discussed may be summarized as follows: 
allowed + safe + domain-independent, 
allowed + evaluable + domain-independent, 
range-separable +evaluable. 
Each of these implications is strict. For formulas in prenex conjunctive or disjunctive 
normal form, the following relationship holds. 
evaluable f) range-restricted. 
Despite the apparent lack of expressive power of allowed formulas in comparison 
with evaluable, safe, and domain-independent formulas, we can prove that every 
domain-independent formula is equivalent to an allowe 
sense. 
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3.7. For every domain-independent formula W in language L, there exists 
an allowcd formula W’ in L such that, for every jinite interpretation I for L, with 
dom( W, I) # 0, val( W, I) = val( W’, I). 
roof. The following proof is based on that of [ 18, Theorem 31. Let cl, . . . , c,, be 
the constants in W and pl,. . . , pr the prciiicates in W. Let DOM &x) denote tk 
formula 
x =c+*-vx = c,,, v D,(x) v 9 l l v D,(x), 
where each Dj(X) denotes the formula 
For every finite interpretation I for L, DOM,(d) is true w.r.t. I iff d is in dom( W, I). 
We now construct W’ from W as follows: 
(1) for each free variable Xi in W that is not pas in W, add the conjunct DOM w(Xi) 
to IV; 
(2) replace each subformula 3~ F of W in which u is not pos in F by 
3u(DOMw(u) A F); 
(3) replace each subformula Vu F of W in which M is not neg in F by 
Vu(DOM&) + F). 
Clearly, the resulting formula W’ is allowed. Also, it is straightforward to prove 
that, for every finite interpretation I whose domain is exactly dom( W, I), val( W, 4) = 
val( W’, I). 
Now, suppose that dom( W, I) # Q,. Let I’ be the interpretation for L obtained by 
restricting th e domain of I to dam( W, I) and deleting from I all tuples with 
components not in dom( W, I). Then I’ assigns the same domain elements to 
Cl,*.*, c, and the same relations to pl,. . e , pr as I, so dom( W, I’) = dom( W, I). 
Since W is domain-independent, val( W, I) = val( W, I’). Since W’ is allowed and 
hence domain-independent, val( W’, I) = val( W’, I’). Since the domain of I’ is 
dom( W, I’), val( W, I’) = val( W’, I’). Thus, finally, val( W, I) = val( W’, I). Cl 
The condition that dorn( W, I) # 0 in Theorem 3.7 is necessary. 
xa e (Nicolas and Demolombe [ 18]) Uet W be the domain-independent for- 
mula Vx( p(x) A -p(x)), which is false w.r.t. every interpretation. Then, W’ is the 
formula Vx(p(x)+p(x) A -p(x)). As dom( W, I) =0 iff Vx -p(x) is true w.r.t. I, 
’ is true w.r.t. interpretations I such that dom( W, I) = 0. 
Theorem 3.7 indicates that, in ah practical cases, we lose no expressive power by 
restricting attention to allowed formulas. iven construction for ’ has the 
property thak if is already allowed, then is P;V. In other casq it produces 
impractically large formulas and it is desirable to find alternative constructions that 
produce simpler formulas. 
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The following construction, due primarily to Decker [5], provides a solution to 
this problem for a large class of domain-independent formulas. Another approach 
to the problem is presented in [25]. 
nition. Let cnf( W) (respectively dnf( W)) be the prenex conjunctive (respec- 
tively disjunctive) normal form of a formula W, constructed by moving negations 
inwards, moving quantifiers outwards, and applying appropriate distributive laws. 
Then a prenex conjunctive (respectively disjunctive) simplijied normal form csf( W) 
(respectively dsf( W)) of W is a formula constructed from cnf( IV) (respectively 
dnf( W)) by first applying all possible propositional simplifications of the form 
P v false* P, P A false=+ false, 
P v trueatrue, P A true* P, 
Pv P,P, PhP3P, 
Pv(PhQ)=,P, h(PvQ)+P, 
P v - P*true, P A -P* false, 
Pv(-PhQ)*PvQ, PA(-PvQ)=TsPAQ, 
where P and Q are (conjunctions or disjunctions of) literals, and then omitting any 
quantifiers whose variables no longer occur in the matrix of the formula. 
Definition. L:t W be a formula such that 
csf( iv) = Q,x, . . . Qkxk(C, A l l l A c,) 
and 
dsf( W) = Q,x, . . . Qkxk(D, v l l l v D,,), 
where each Qi is either V or 3. Then W is range-restricted [SJ if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) every free variable in W is pos in each 
(2) every existentially quantified variable in dsf( 
it occurs; 
in w 
(3) every universally quantified variable in csf( W) is neg in each C’k in which it 
occurs. 
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This definition generalizes the one in [17]. 
Exampk. The following non-allowed formulas are range-restricted; 
W, = csf( W*) = ‘dx(s(y) ft (p(x) v -q(x))), 
dsf( W) = Vx((s(y) A p(x)) v (s(y) fl -q(x))); 
W, = csf( Wz) = dsf( W,) = 3xVy( -p(y) v q(x, y)); 
w = csf( W) = 3xVy((-p(y) v q(x, y) v s(z)) A (r(x, z) v s(z))), 
dsf( W) = 3xVy((-P(Y) A r(x, z)) v (4(x, y) A r(x, z)) v s(z)). 
It can be proved that every evaluable formula (and hence every allowed formula) 
is range-restricted and that every range-restricted formula is domain-independent. 
That is, we have the following (strict) relationship: 
allowed + evaluable + range-restricted +domain-independent. 
Thus, the class of range-restricted formulas is the largest recursive subclass of the 
domain-independent formulas we have yet considered. 
efinition. Let W be a formula. Then a range form r( W) [S] of W is a formula 
constructed by recursively applying the following transformations to W: 
(1) If W has no quantifiers, then I( W) is W. 
(2) If dsf( W) (respectively csf( W)) contains only existential (respectively uni- 
versal) quantifiers, then r( W) is the result of moving each quantifier 3x (respectively 
Vx) inwards to cover only the disjuncts (respectively conjuncts) of dsf( W) (respec- 
tively csf( W)) in which x occurs. 
(3) Suppose dsf( W) = 3x Q(D, v 9 9 l v II,,), where Q denotes 
Q 1 p..vxj... X Qkxk, and x occurs in Di for 1 G i G u s n. For eacli Di, 1 G i 6 V, let 
Ai be a positive literal containing .X in Di 3 and let Pi denote 3y, . . .3y;Ai 3 where 
YW** , ys are the variables other than x in Ai. (If no such literal exists in Di, let 
pi be 
(4) 
Q 1x1 
false.) Then r( W) is: 
3x((P, v l l l v PO) A r(QI I), v l l 9 JOJ)~~(QU%+~V* l - W). 
Suppose csf( W) =VxQrC, A l - l A c,,,), where Q denotes 
.*3Xj..* Qkxk, and x occurs in Ci for 1~ i 6 M G m. For each Ci, 1~ is u, 1e.t . 
-Ai be a negative literal containing x in Ci, and let Pi denote ay, . . . 3y,Ai, where 
Yw-9 ys are the variables other than x in Ai. (If no such literal exists in Ci, let Pi 
be false.) Then r( W) is 
Vx((P, v = l . v P,,j+r(Q(C, A’ 9 l A c,))) A r(QWt,+, A 9 9 9 A Cm))~ 
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Example. Applying this a!gorithm to the range-restricted formulas above, and appiy- 
ing some obvious simplifications, leads to the following corresponding range forms. 
4 WI = SW 11 WP(X) v -dxh 
~~w2~=~~~~Y~~~,Y~~~Y~-P~Y~~~~~~Y~~~~~Y-P~Y~, 
4 W) = w= 4x9 2) A VYC-P(Y) v 4(x, YN A w, 4 v s(z))) v s(z). 
Again it can be proved that every range form r( W) of a range-restricted formula 
W has the following important properties: r( W) is an allowed formula, and r( W) 
is logically equivalent to W; see 15,251. Thus, this construction provides a way of 
transforming any range-restricted formula into an equivalent allowed formula 
without introducing the new equalities required in the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
In the next section, we will attempt o extend these various results from formulas 
to databases. 
4. Domain-independent databases 
As r-irggested in the introduction, if B is a deductive database, comp( D) can have 
no models or several models. For this reason alone, it is necessary to describe 
databr*se properties, such as correct answers, in proof-theoretic terms rather than 
model-theoretic terms. Note, however, that despite the presence of arbitrary clauses 
in a database D the domain-closure axiom forces every model for camp(D) to be 
finite. 
Just --bs not all queries are ‘reasonable’, so not all deductive databases are ‘reason- 
able’. I~s the completion compL(D) for a database D can depend on the language 
L, the set of correct answers for a perfectly acceptable (e.g., allowed) query can 
also depend on L. That is, the set of correct answers for a query can depend on the 
domains of variables in D. We give four examples of this phenomenon below. (Note 
that we are not concerned here with the difference between normalized and unnor- 
malized relations.) 
Exasnple. Let D be the database 
PW + 
da) + Vxp(x) 
in language L. Then q(a) is a logical consequence of comp,( D) if and only if a is 
the only constant in L. Thus, D I:annot be considered a ‘reasonable’ database. 
Example. Let D be the database 
4(x) + -p(x) 
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r in language L and Q the queq +-y(x). Then, if Q is the oidy constant of L, thei? 
aie no correct answers for D u {Q} w.r.t. L. But, if L contains any constant b # a, 
then {x/b) is a correct (ground) answer for D u (0) w.r.t. L. So, again, D is not a 
‘reasonable’ database. 
Example. Let D be the database 
p(a) f 
q(x) + 
4x) + q(x) * --P(X) 
in language L and Q the query *r(x). Then, again, if u is the only constant in L, 
there are no correct answers for D u {Q} w.r.t. L. But, if L contains any constant 
6 # a, then {x/b} is a correct (groundj answer for D u (0) w.r.t. L, and D is not a 
‘reasonable’ database. 
Example. Let D be the database 
PW * 
0, Y) + PW ” q(Y) 
in language L. In this case also, the set of (ground) correct answers for compL( D) u 
(*r-(x, y)} depends on L, so D is not a ‘reasonable’ database. 
The following defin lion attempts to capture the concept of a ‘reasonable’ database. 
Definitim. A database D is domain-independent if, for all languages L1 and L2 
extend. rg that of D and for all atoms A in L, and Lz, ans( D, A, L,) = ans( D, A, L2). 
Corollary 4.1. Let D be a database and L < L’ languages extending that of D. 7hen 
D is domain-independent if and oniy if, for all atoms A in L, ans( D, A, L) = 
ans( D, A, L’). 
Proof. Immediate. Cl 
Thus, I) is domain-independer.t if, for every atom A in a language LA extending 
that of D and for every language L extending L A, the set of correct answers for 
comp0) u k4 is independent of L. Equivalently, D is domain-independent if, 
for every language L extending that of D, the set of ground atoms that are logical 
consequences of comp,( D) is independent of L. The use of ground answers in the 
examples and definition is based OR ;he assumption that a typical user of a database 
system is only interested in ground answers to a query. 
Note that domain-independence of a database D is a model-theoretic property 
and is thus preserved under transformations which preserve the logicai equivalence 
of comp( D). 
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This definition appears to be the natural generalization of the proof-theoretic 
definition of a domain-independent formula. As both definitions state that the 
answers obtained are the same whichever language is used, it may have been more 
logical to refer to language-independent formulas and databases, but we have used 
the standard terminolo,;:y for (historical) consistency. Moreover, in the presence of 
the domain-closure axi.,m, a language I_. determines the domain of each interpreta- 
tion for L. 
For this definition fo be satisfactory, however, it is desirable, even necessary, 
for every domain-independent database D to possess the more general property 
that, for every reasonable (e.g., allowed) query Q in a language L, extending that 
of D and for every language L extending that of L,, the set of correct answers for 
compJ D) u { 01 is independent of L. We discuss the extent to which domain 
independent databases do possess this property in Theorem 4.11 below. 
Our first result asserts that every domain-independent database has a consistent 
completion. 
Theorem 4.2. Let D be a domain-independent database. Then, for some language L 
extending that of D, compr ID) has a model. 
Proof. Suppose that, for every language L extending that of D, there is no model 
for camp,(D). Let p be an n-ary predicate in D, n 2 1, and let L be any language 
extending that of D. Then, for each tuple cl, . . . , c, of constants in L, 
ix,/ Cl, . . . ,x,/c,} is in ans(D,p(x,, . . . ,x,,), ii. That is, ans(D,p(x,, . . .,x,), L) 
depends on L, so D is not domain-independent, which is a contradiction. q 
We conjecture that, for every domain-independent database D and for every 
language L extending that of D, camp,(D) has a model. 
We now consider the decision problem for the class of domain-independent 
databases. First, we define a mapping To associated with a database D from the 
lattice of Herbrand interpretations for a language L into itself. 
Definition. Let D be a database, L a language extending that of D, and I a Herbrand 
interpretation for L. Then T,(I) = {AO: A + W is a clause in 0, B is a ground 
substitution in L for the variables in A and the free variables in W, and We is true 
w.r.t. I}. 
We now give an important special case of the decision problem. 
Theorem 31.3. The decision problem _ for the class of domain-independent d@nite 
databases is recursively solvable. 
Proof. Let D be a definite database and L a language extending that of D. By [12, 
Theorem G&j, 8 is in ans(D, A, 2.) if and only if A8 is true w.r.t. the least Herbrand 
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model M( D, L) for D w.r.t. L. Thus, it suffices to show that there is an algorithm 
to decide whether, for all languages LI and L2 extending that of D, M(D, L,) = 
MD, L*)= 
Let L be the language of D and TD the corresponding mapping. Let n 2 0 be 
such that &-,tcl? = 7”&r. Then, it is straightforward to prove that there exists a 
language L’> L with M( D, L’) Z: M( D, L) if and only if the following condition 
holds: for some K with 0 s k c n, there exists an instance (A + A, A l l l A A,) 8 of a 
clause in D such that 
(a) 8 is a ground substitution for the variables in (A, A l l l A A,&); 
(b) (AK* l A A,)8 is true in &Tk; and 
(c) AB is not ground. 
This condition can be effectively tested, and the result follows. 0 
A similar argument shows that the decision problem for the class of domain- 
‘ndependent hierarchical databases is also solvable. We conjecture, however, that, 
as for the class of domain-independent formulas, the decision problem for the class 
of domain-inde ,sitabases i recursively unsolvable in general. 
e, it is clearly necessary to search for recursive subclasses 
of the domain+independent databases. Even if the conjecture is false, it is desirable 
arch for recursi-?,: c%lbclasses with simple decision procedures. To these ends, 
we introduce the class of ‘allowed’ databases. We prove that every allowed database 
that is definite or hierarchical is domain-independent and that every domain- 
independent database has an equivalent allowed database (in a certain sense). 
ition. A database D is allowets if each clause in D is an allowed formula. A 
query + W is allowed if W is an allowed formula. 
le. The following database is allowed: 
db, 4 + P(X) v q(x, c) 
r(x, 2) + ‘lb, Y) A ro-‘, 2) A -p(X) 
4x, Y) + 34 P(X, Y, 2) A ~w(qb-4 w) + r(w, Y))). 
Similar classes of databases have been proposed by Clark [3] and Shepherdson 
[20] for databases in general form and by Lloyd and Topor [ 151. These classes are 
related as follows. very general clause p( t 1, . . . , t,) + W that satisfies the ‘covering 
axiom’ [20] and whose body ula [3] is ailowed (in the current 
sense). 
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If D is an allowed database and Q i; an alked query, then D v (Q) is 
allowed in the sense of [IS]. 
The result follows by a straightforward induction on the number of transfor- 
mations performed in transforming D to genera! forin. Cl 
The converse of Lemma 4.4 is false. 
Example. The following database is allowed in the sense of [15] because the 
predicate q only occurs in negative literals in clause bodies. But it is not an allowed 
database. 
We believe that the new definition is not significantly zore restrictive than the 
one in [ 151 in practice. It is interesting that, although the restriction to ‘allowed’ 
databases and to databases atisfying the ‘covering axiom’ were introduced to obtain 
completeness results for query evaluation processes, they also serve to ensure 
domain-independence. 
We now prove that two important subclasses of the allowed databases are domain- 
independent. This requires the following lemmas of independent interest. 
Lemma 4.5. Let D be an allowed database. Then every completed dejnition in comp( D) 
is safe and hence domain-independent. 
Proof. Straightforward. Cl 
Lemma 4.6. Let D be an allowed database, LS L’ languages extending that of D, M 
a (Herbrand) model for compL(D), and M’ the (Herbrand) interpretation fcr L’ 
containing the same set of ground atoms as M. Then M’ is a modei for complP( D). 
roof. The result follows directly from Lemma 4.5 and the definition of a domain- 
independent formula. q 
.7. Let D be an allowed database, LS L’ languages extending that of D, I 
a Herbrand interpretation for L, and I’ the Herbrand interpretation for L’ containing 
the same set of ground atoms as I. 
a) Let W be an allowed formula in L wit free variables G.. . 9 G,. lf 
Cl,. . . , c,) is true w.r. t. I’ for some tuple cl, . . . , c, of consta 
Ci is in L. 
D from the lattice of i 
I To(I) = T’,( I’). 
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(b) Let TD (respectively T’,) be the mapping associated with 
Herbrand interpretations for L (respectively L’) into itselJ: Then 
(a): By Lemma 3.4, W is safe. Thus, each ci is in dom( W, I’) = dom( W, 1) 
and is hence in L. 
(b): Let A c W be a clause in D and 8 = {x,/c,, . . . , x,,,/cm} a ground substitution 
for the variables in A and the free variables in \I? Then A8 is in T&I) (respectively 
T’,( I’)) if and only if W6 is true w.r.t. I (respectively I’). By part (a), we may 
assume that each ci is in L. By Theorem 3.5, W is domain-independent, SO W8 is 
true w.r.t. I if and only if WB is true w.r.t. I’. The result follows immediately. 0 
Every allowed dqynite database is domain-independent. 
o,f. Let D be an allowed definite database, LS L’ languages extending that of 
and A an atom in i. Note that, as D is definite, TD (respectively Tb) is monotonic. 
We prove that ans( D, A, L) = ans( D, A, L’). 
Let A8 be a logical consequence of camp L( D). Let M be any model for compl( D). 
(Such a model exists since D is definite.) By Lemma 4.5, M can be extended to a 
model M’ for compLg( D). Torus, A8 is true w.r.t. M’ and hence w.r.t. M. 
Conversely, let A8 be a logical consequence of camp,(D). Let M’ be any model 
for compl( D). Let M = T&u be the least fixpoint for To. Then M (together with 
the assignment of the identity relation to =) is the least model for compl( D). Using 
Lemma 4.7, it is easy to prove by induction on i that T,j’i = TLTi for all i * 0. As 
?Q@ is the least model for compLP( D), T&I G M’. As A8 is true w.r.t. M, it is 
also true w.r.t. M’. Cl 
.9. Every relational database is domain-independent. 
roof. Immediate. Cl 
The condition that D be allowed in Theorem 4.8 is necessary. 
e. Let D be the non-allowed definite database p(x) + in language L. Then, 
for each constant c in L, (x/c) is in ans(D, p(x), L), so ans(D, p(x), L) depends 
on L, and D is not domain-independent. 
. Every allowed hierarchical database is domain-independent. 
Let D be an allowed hierarchical database, LS L’ languages extending that 
and A an atom in L. We prove that ans( D, A, L) = ans( D, A, L’). 
ical database in language L has a unique (Herbrand) 
‘) be the unique model for compl( D) 
prove by induction on the maximum level k of the 
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(Bash k = 0): As D is allowed, every clause in D is a ground unit clause. Thus, 
M={A:A+is in D}= M’. 
(Induction step): Suppose the result holds for all allowed hierarchical databases 
of maximum level k 3 0 and D has maximum level k + 1. Let Dk be the set of clauses 
PO*, n l l ‘) t,,) + W in D such that p has le\ ,I s k. Let Mk (respectively Mi) be the 
unique model for compl( Dk) (respectively comp,( D)k)). As D is hierarchical and 
M (respectively M’) are unique, M = T”( Mk) and M’ = T’,( ML). By the induction 
hypothesis, Mk = Mi. Thus, by Lemma 4.7, M = M’. 0 
The condition that D be allowed in this result is again necessary. 
Example. Let D be the non-allowed hierarchical database 
da) +Vxp(x) 
in language L. Then q(a) is a logical consequence of compJ D) if and only if a is 
the only constant in L. 
Theorems 4.8 and 4.10 may lead one to conjecture that every allowed database 
is domain-independent, but the following examples hows that the conjecture is false. 
Example. Let D be the allowed database p(a) c- -p(a). Then D is not domain- 
independent. 
D is not domain-independent because camp(D) does not have a model. Even 
when the completion of an allowed database does have a model, the database may 
not be domain-independent. 
Example. Let D be the allowed database 
s(a) + 
44 + r(x) 
in language L. Then t(a) is a logical consequence of compl( D) if and only if a is 
the only constant in L. Thus, D is not domain-independent. 
Note that the above database is stratified [ 1,2], so even the conjecture that every 
allowed stratified database is domain-independent is false. These examples suggest 
that there is no simple generalization of Theorems 4.8 and 4.10. 
We now consider non-atomic queries, as discussed after the definition of domain- 
independent queries above. Let D be a database, L a language extending that of 
D, and Q a query in L. We describe the classes of databases and queries for which 
the set of correct answers for compl( 
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.ll. Let D be an allowed database, L- -K L’ languages extending that of D, 
andQaquery+WinL. 
(a) If D is dejnite and W is dejnite, then ans( D, W, L) = ans( D, W, L’). 
(b) If D is hierarchical and W is domain-independent, then ans(D, W, L) = 
ans( D, W, L’). 
roof. (a): Let x1,. . . , x, be the free variables in W, ‘answer’ a predicate not in D 
or W, and D’ the database D u {answer(x,  . . . , x,) + W}. Then D’ is an allowed 
definite database, compl( D’) is compl( D) v {V(answer(x,, . . . , x,,) - W)}, and 
similarly for L’. Thus, answer(x, , . . . , x,)0 is a logical consequence of compl( D’) 
if and only if answer@, . . . , x,)0 is a logical consequence of comp,( D’), and the 
result follows. 
(b): This part follows from the observation that the unique model for compl( D) 
is independent of L and the definition of a domain-independent formula. Cl 
The restriction to definite queries in part (a) of this result cannot be relaxed to 
allowed queries. 
Example. Let D be the definite database 
p(x) + P(X) 
in language L and W the allowed formula Vx( p(x) + q(x)). Then W is a logical 
consequence of compl(D) if and only if a is the only constant in L. 
We now prove that every domain-independent database is equivalent o an allowed 
database in the following sense. 
Let D be a domain-independent database and L a language extending 
that of D. Then there exists an allowed database D’ in L such that, for any atom A 
in L, ans(D, A, L) = ans(D’, A, L). 
. The following proof is due to Wallace. Let D’ be the set of ground unit 
clauses A+ such that atom A is a logical consequence of camp,(D). Then D’ is 
clearly allowed and the result follows immediately. Cl 
e construction of D’ in the proof of Theorem 4.12 produces databases with an 
impractically large number of clauses. reover, it cannot k. generalized to 
databases with functions. A constructio r to that used in the proof of Theorem 
3.7 maintains the nu er of clauses in t reduce databases with 
practically large clauses. Thus, it is again desirable to find alternative constructions 
that produce simpler databases. 
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One such construction, based on range forms, is the following. Suppose that every 
clause A + W in the database has the property that every variable in A is free in 
W and that W is range-restricted. Then, replacing each clause A + W by A + r( W) 
gives an equivalent allowed database, without introducing new equalities. 
We have not yet been able to determine whether or not Theorem 4.12 can be 
generalized from atoms A to allowed formulas W. Certainly, a different construction 
of D’ is required for such a generalization to hold. 
An important reason for restricting attention to allowed databases and queries is 
that they have the following desirable operational properties. 
Theorem 4.13. Let D be an allowed database and Q an allowed query + W. Then the 
following properties hold: 
(a) Normal query evaluation of D v (0) does not flounder, i.e., it never reaches a 
goal containing only nonground negative literals. 
(b) Every normal computed answer for D v (Q) is a ground substitution for all free 
variables in W. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 4.4 and [ 15, Proposition 41. Cl 
Non-allowed queries may not exhibit this desired operational behaviour. 
Example. Consider the following query which is evaluable and range-restricted but 
not allowed: 
Normal query evaluation applied to this goal will reach a goal 
+P(Y) A “dX, Y) 
and will I flounder. The same phenomenon can occur if the database contains a clause 
that is evaluable but not allowed. 
The completeness results given in [ 151 also hold for allowed databases and allowed 
queries as a result of Lemma 4.4. 
Now, let D and Q be as in Theorem 4.13 and L a language extending that of D 
and Q. The examples following Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 show that the set of correct 
answers for compt( D) u (Q} can depend on L. Fortunately however, the set of 
normal computed answers for D u Q is independent ofL and normal query evaluation 
can thus be used with confidence. 
It is the combination of the simple camp itional definition, the attract 
tive properties given in Theorems 4.11 and esire 
heorem 4.13 that makes the allowed databases of such importance, 
and preferable to databases constructed from safe or evaluable formulas. 
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Finally in this section, we present a theorem concerning the need for domain- 
closure axioms in database theory. The results arose from an attempt o understand 
why the domain-closure axiom is included in camp(D) for a database D [ 14,191, 
whereas it is not included in camp(P) for a program P [3,12]. The following 
theorem describes the conditions under which it is irrelevant whether the domain- 
closure axiom DCA is included or not. 
Theorem 4.14. Let D be on allowed database, Q a query + W, L a language xtending 
that of D and Q, and 8 a ground substitution for all free variables in W. 
(a) Ij’D is definite and W is definite, then 0 is a correct answer for compl( D) v {Q} 
if and only if 8 !z a correct answer for comp,( D)\{ DCA} v {Q}. 
(b) IfD is hierarchical and W is allowed, then 0 is a correct answerfor compl( D) v 
(Q) if and ml’ if0 is a correct answer for compl( D)\{ DCA} v {Q}. 
roof. Let M be a model for compl( D)\{DCA} with domain U. Then M’ can be 
regarded as a model for comp& D), where L’ is the extension of L by those elements 
of U not assigned by *M’ to constants in L. Thus, 8 is a correct answer for 
compl( D)\{ DCA} u( Q} if and only if 8 is a correct answer for compL( D) u {Q}. 
The results then follow from Theorem 4.11. II 
The examples following Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 show that the above property 
does not hold for all allowed, or even all allowed stratified, databases. 
Our main contributions in this oaper are the following. We have given a proof- 
theoretic characterization of domain-independent formulas. We then defined the 
class of allowed formulas, proved that every allowed formula is domain-independent, 
and showed that every domain-independent formula has an (almost) equivalent 
allowed formula. 
We have motivated and defined the class of domain-independent databases to 
characterize ‘reasonable’ databases, defined the class of allowed databases, and 
proved that every allowed database that is definite or hierarchical is domain- 
independent and that every domain-independent database has an equivalent allowed 
database (in a certain sense). We indicated that allowed databases have desirable 
operational properties and described the conditions under which domain-closure 
axioms are unnecessary. 
The results presented suggest hat databases and queries in a deductive database 
system should be restricted to allow is wit! require the development of 
procedures to transform non-allowe databases arJ queries into simple allowed 
ones. 
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Thus, we suggest he following problems for further research. The major problem 
is to find larger classes of databases that are known to be domain-independent. 
With this in mind, note that each of the examples following Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 
involve a database clause of the form p(x) +p(x). Although such a clause is a 
tautology, its presence changes the completed definition for p, and thus affects the 
set of correct answers. It can also prevent normal query evaluation from terminating. 
The same phenomenon can occur with more complex clauses, but it is unclear how 
to identify and exclude them. Thus, this problem is closely related to that of finding 
larger classes of databases for which normal query evaluation is complete. 
The next problem is to extend our results to languages with functions. With this 
aim, we propose the following changes to our main definitions. 
Definition. A formula W in languages L1 and L2 is (model-theoretically) domain- 
independent if, for all Herbrand interpretations 1, for LI and 1Z for Lz that assign 
the same relations to the predicates in W, it holds that val( W, II) = val( W, I*). 
This appears to be the natura; generalization of the model-theoretic definition of 
a domain-independent $aJrmula to languages with functions. It is equivalent to the 
current proof-theoretic definition for an appropriate definition of comp( D) [20]. 
The definition of an allowed formula needs to be modified only by defining 
x is pos in s = t if every mgu for s and t is a ground substitution for X. 
The definition of a domain-independent database can remain unchanged. 
A third problem is to dcvelc- p practical methods of transforming domain-indepen- 
dent databases and queries, or large subclasses of them, into allowed databases and 
queries before applying normal query evaluation. The construction of range forms 
of range-restricted formulas as described provides a partial solution to this problem. 
It is also important to investigate the operational properties of allowed databd3es 
and queries with respect to other query evaluation processes. Finally, we should 
consider what other properties a ‘reasonable’ database should have, possibly by 
generalizing data modelling criteria used for relational databases. 
Further discussion and results concerning domain-independent databases may 
be found in [22]. 
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